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Abstract
The wind driven aspects of the meridional overturning circulation of the world ocean
and the Conveyor Belt is studied making use of a simple analytical model. The model
consists of three reduced gravity layers with an inviscid Sverdrupian interior and a
western boundary layer. The net north-south exchange is made possible by setting5
appropriate western boundary conditions, so that most of the transport is confined to
the western boundary layer, while the interior is the Sverdrupian solution to the wind
stress. The flow across the equator is made possible by the change of potential vorticity
by the Rayleigh friction in the western boundary layer, which is sufficient to permit water
and the Conveyor Belt to cross the equator. The cross-equatorial flow is driven by a10
weak meridional pressure gradient in opposite direction in the two layers on the equator
at the western boundary.
The model is applied to the World Ocean with a realistic wind stress. The amplitude
of the Conveyor Belt is set by the northward Ekman transport in the Southern Ocean
and the outcropping latitude of the NADW. It is in this way possible to set the amount15
of NADW that is pumped up from the deep ocean and driven northward by the wind
and converted in the surface layer into less dense water by choosing the outcropping
latitude and the depth of the layers at the western boundary. The model has proved to
be able to simulate many of the key features of the Conveyor Belt and the meridional
overturning cells of the World Ocean. This despite that there is no deep ocan mixing20
and that the water mass conversions in the this model are made at the surface.
1. Introduction
The meridional overturning is the most important mechanism of the world ocean to
exchange mass and heat between latitudes and ocean basins. The density difference
between the cold and salty water of the North Atlantic and the fresher and warmer25
waters of the Pacific and the Indian Ocean is believed to drive the largest overturning
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cell in the ocean, known as the Conveyor belt (Broecker, 1991). The North Atlantic
Deep Water (NADW), which is formed by convection, constitutes the deeper part of
the Conveyor Belt. The NADW travels south through the Atlantic into the Southern
Ocean, where the NADW is ventilated or continues in the deep ocean into the Pacific
or Indian Oceans. Once the water emerges at the surface it can return to the North5
Atlantic along the upper part of the Conveyor Belt. The return route has been a subject
for discussion, whether the water comes mainly through the Drake Passage and then
flows north into the Atlantic along the “cold water route” (Rintoul, 1991) or goes from
the Pacific through the Indonesian Sea into the Indian Ocean around South Africa and
then into the Atlantic in the “warm water route” (Gordon, 1986).10
The Conveyor Belt is thus the greatest inter-ocean exchange of mass and heat. The
Conveyor Belt is often presented as a fundamentally non-linear phenomenon and is
driven by the high-latitude buoyancy flow to the atmosphere and by deep convection.
Accordingly it has been mostly discussed diagnostically using numerical general cir-
culation models (GCMs) (e.g. Drijfhout, 1996; Speich et al., 2002). Such discussions15
cannot examine the broader aspects of the physics involved because of the complex-
ities (numerical and geographical) of the GCM solutions. However, it is possible to
address many (but not all) aspects of the Conveyor Belt with simple, mostly analytical,
models; this is the idea behind this article.
The purpose of this study is to explore to what extent the ocean overturning circu-20
lation and in particular the Conveyor Belt can be explained by the wind driven ocean
dynamics. This will be done by using an as simple wind driven model as possible
but that still captures the basic overturning circulation as seen in General Circulation
Models (GCMs). The key features of the Conveyor Belt which must be included are a
pole-ward surface, and an equator-ward subsurface flow. The simplest model, which25
would include these, is a layered model. We choose a three-and-a-half layered model
similar to that of Do¨o¨s (1994) and Nof (2003). This choice automatically brings some
disadvantages, chief among which is the lack of thermodynamics. At first sight this
may seen a telling difficulty, since deep convection, one essential component of the
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Conveyor Belt, is explicitly excluded in what is primarily a wind-driven model. Although
there are ad hoc methods for including thermodynamics in a layered model, these are
unsatisfactory and remove the clarity sought in the first place. Accordingly, all areas
where thermodynamics play a crucial role are placed logically and geographically be-
yond the boundaries of the model. The amplitude of the Conveyor Belt must then be5
provided for the model.
A description of the model is presented in Sect. 2. The model is applied to the World
Ocean together with a fine resolution primitive equation model in Sect. 3. The simula-
tion of the wind driven cells with a particular focus on the Conveyor Belt is presented
in Sect. 4 followed by a discussion and conclusions in Sect. 5.10
2. The analytical model
The dynamics of the model are Sverdrupian in the interior with a Stommel layer at
the western boundary (Stommel, 1948). By including a western boundary layer it is
possible to calculate net meridional transports and the corresponding meridional over-
turning stream function. Three reduced gravity layers are used, and an Ekman layer15
in the extra-equatorial regions. The physical model is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
equations of motion for the Ekman layer are:
−f vE = T
x
ρ0hE
f uE =
T y
ρ0hE
wE =
1
ρ0
∇ ×
(
TW
f
) (1)
The equations of motion and the continuity equation for layer 1 are:
−f v1 = −∂G1∂x
f u1 = −∂G1∂y − Γ v1
∂u1
∂x +
∂v1
∂y +
∂w1
∂z = 0
(2)
20
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and for layer 2:
−f v2 = −∂G2∂x
f u2 = −∂G2∂y − Γ v2
∂u2
∂x +
∂v2
∂y +
∂w2
∂z = 0
(3)
and for layer 3:
−f v3 = −∂G3∂x
f u3 = −∂G3∂y − Γ v3
∂u3
∂x +
∂v3
∂y +
∂w3
∂z = 0
(4)
where for simplicity the coordinates are Cartesian here but all the calculations5
have been made with spherical coordinates. x is pointing eastward, y northward,
f is the Coriolis parameter as a function of latitude, hn is the n-th layer’s thick-
ness and G1≡γ1h1+G2, G2≡γ2 (h1+h2)+G3 and G3≡γ3 (h1+h2+h3). Γ is the bot-
tom friction coefficient. Under the Boussinesq approximation a reference density
can be used in the denominator for the reduced gravity in each active layer so that10
γn≡2g (ρn+1−ρn)/ (ρn+1+ρn) is the reduced gravity. T X and T Y are the zonal and
meridional wind stresses and TW
(
T X , T Y
)
is the wind stress vector. Layer 4 is inert
due to our reduced-gravity assumption.
The model is constructed in a similar way as Stommel (1948) solved the western
boundary current problem by separating the ocean in in a frictionless interior and a15
western boundary layer with linear friction.
2.1. Interior of the ocean
The dynamics are Sverdrupian in the interior of the ocean, i.e. under the Ekman layer
and outside the western boundary layer, where the friction terms are small. The equa-
tions can here be solved using the equations for the ventilated thermocline by Luten20
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et al. (1983) (hereafter denoted LPS). These solutions are presented in the Appendix.
The LPS theory has of course in its simplicity many limitations such as e.g. that all but
one active layer must vanish on the eastern boundary. Moreover, the thickness of that
layer defines the width of the “shadow zones” in the solution. From the depths of the
layer interfaces it is possible to calculate the meridional velocity fields geostrophically5
everywhere except at the equator.
2.2. Western boundary layer
The friction is only kept in the western boundary layer as a linear Rayleigh friction in
the meridional equation. The other friction terms have been neglected. The friction
in the zonal equation of momentum will otherwise only have a smoothing effect on10
the solutions. Note however, that in order to have a more realistic parameterisation
of the the friction one can use e.g. Laplacian viscosity (Munk, 1950) in particular at
the Equator where it plays an essential role in the strong zonal Equatorial currents.
This has been tested but does not alter the results and we have therefore chosen to
keep the model as simple as possible. In order to simulate the Equatorial currents one15
requires vertical advection and friction of momentum between the layers which is a
degree of complexity above the present model, which would anyhow not contribute to
the meridional overturning circulation.
From (2)–(4) it is possible to derive equations for the layer thicknesses h1, h2 and h3:
Γ ∂∂x
(
h1
∂G1
∂x
)
+ βh1
∂G1
∂x = f J (G1, h1) − f
2wE
Γ ∂∂x
(
h2
∂G2
∂x
)
+ βh2
∂G2
∂x = f J (G2, h2)
Γ ∂∂x
(
h3
∂G3
∂x
)
+ βh3
∂G3
∂x = f J (G3, h3)
(5)
20
where β≡∂f /∂y and the Jacobian J (a, b)≡∂a∂x ∂b∂y−∂a∂y ∂b∂x .
The layer thicknesses hn, can be solved with Eq. (5) at all latitudes. Different so-
lutions will be found for the interior of the ocean, the western boundary layer and the
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Equatorial region.
In the western boundary layer the friction terms balances the planetary vorticity. A
second order ordinary differential Eq. (5) is obtained which cannot be solved analyti-
cally in the western boundary region except for when only one layer is active (Stommel,
1948). Thus, the solution in this region must be obtained numerically. These types of5
equations are often integrated in time but since these equations are time independent
they have to be solved with an iterative numerical solution of Eq. (5). The solution
converges within a few iteration to a unique solution. The choice of friction determines
the width of the western boundary layer. With a friction coefficient of Γ=1/(7 days), the
Stommel layer thickness (δ=Γ/β) is in the zonal direction 0.7◦ at the Equator and 2.6◦10
at 60◦. The width of the western boundary region, where the iterative semi-analytical
solution is applied, is set to 5◦, so that the boundary layer is well solved at all latitudes.
This type of model is otherwise insensitive to the choice of friction coefficient and the
simulated overturning circulation does not alter.
The depths of the layer interfaces in Eq. (5) require three western boundary condi-15
tions, which are set by the total northward transport in each layer Vn=
∫xE
xW
vnhndx which
in turn is determined geostrophically from zonal momentum equations in Eqs. (2)–(4)
by the depth at the western boundary so that
V1 =
∫xE
xW
h1
f
∂G1
∂x dx
V2 =
∫xE
xW
h2
f
∂G2
∂x dx
V3 =
∫xE
xW
h3
f
∂G3
∂x dx
(6)
where the indices W and E indicate respectively the western and eastern boundaries.20
Using these expressions it is possible to calculate numerically by simple iteration the
depths of the layers at the western boundary corresponding to a meridional transport
Vn for each layer.
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The total meridional transport across a basin including the Ekman transport is:
V1 + V2 + V3 + Ve =
γ3
2f
(
D2E − D2W
)
+ γ22f
(
H2E − H2W
)
−
γ1
2f h
2
1W − 1f ρ0
∫xE
xW
T xdx
(7)
where D is the depth of layer 3 and H is the depth of layer 2. The individual values
of the meridional transport Vn that sets the three western boundary conditions will be
discussed in Sect. 4 for each ocean basin.5
2.3. Application of the model to the World Ocean
We now apply the model to the World Ocean. The aim is to see to what extent the
model can simulate the meridional overturning cells. The wind stress used is the
yearly average of the ECMWF climatology analysis by Trenberth et al. (1989). The
LPS regions (see Appendix), which determine the dynamics of the interior solution,10
are presented in Fig. 3. LPS argued in their study that their particular choice of density
layers were arbitrary. The choice is however here close to theirs: ρ1=1025.5 kg/m
3,
ρ2=1027.2 kg/m
3, ρ3=1027.55 kg/m
3 and ρ4=1028.2 kg/m
3. The depths of the in-
terfaces between layer 2, 3 and 4 at the eastern boundary have been chosen to
HE=1400 m and DE=3200 m. The choice of these depths have been made to fit the15
depths of the deep branches of the meridional cells in OCCAM. Different values of the
depths will simply move the meridional circulation up or down. The deepest layer 3 is
in the interior only active in the very southern Southern Ocean where layer 2 outcrops
because of the strong Ekman upwelling. All layers with non zero depths are active in
the western boundary layer governed by Eq. (5). The depths of the interfaces between20
the layers are presented in Fig. 4.
Since the model has no active thermodynamics it cannot simulate the positions of
the outcropping latitudes y2N and y2S . They are instead prescribed and are presented
in Table 1. These chosen latitudes are also shown in comparison with the sea surface
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density in OCCAM in Fig. 5. The thermohaline forcing is also set by the outcropping
latitude y3 in the Southern Ocean, which is set indirectly by the choice of the depth of
layer three at the eastern boundary (DE ).
2.4. Equatorial region
At the Equator, where the Ekman dynamics are not valid, we need to apply the wind5
stress directly to the shallowest reduced gravity layer. The depths of the layers for the
interior of the ocean can be solved from Eq. (5). The difference is, however, that there
is no meridional Ekman transport above the surface layer, implying that the meridional
velocities cannot be calculated from the geostrophic velocities. Instead they have to be
obtained by applying directly the wind stress on the shallowest reduced gravity layer.10
The deep layers, which are not in contact with the surface, are of constant interface
depths along the equator. Only the interface depth between the surface layer and the
layer below will be affected by the wind stress. If layer 1 is non zero then the zonal
equations of motions in Eqs. (1)–(4) are replaced by
0 = −γ3 ∂D∂x − γ2 ∂H∂x − γ1
∂h1
∂x +
T x
ρ0h1
0 = −γ3 ∂D∂x − γ2 ∂H∂x
0 = −γ3 ∂D∂x
(8)
15
From which it is possible to derive expressions for the layer interfaces by integrating
from the eastern boundary with the appropriate eastern boundary conditions:
h1(x) =
√
h21E − 2γ1ρ0
∫xE
x T
xdx′
H (x) = HE
D(x) = DE
(9)
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Similarly if layer 2 is in contact with the atmosphere then
h1(x) = 0
H (x) =
√
H2E − 2γ2ρ0
∫xE
x T
xdx′,
D(x) = DE
(10)
In the interior these equations are identical to the LPS solutions given in the Appendix
for the eastern shadow zone and the two layer solutions. In the western boundary
region the matching is also without any discontinuity as seen in Fig. 6, which is a result5
of the meridional “mixing” arising from the Jacobian in Eq. (5).
Away from the western boundary, it is the zonally static solution for the equatorial
region where the zonal pressure gradient is balanced by the zonal wind stress. The
equatorial currents are filtered out since there is no vertical advection, nor vertical dif-
fusion of momentum in the zonal Eqs. (2)–(4). Apart from the Sverdrupian wind driven10
surface layer currents the cross Equatorial flow has to take place in the western bound-
ary layer. This is possible if there is a meridional pressure gradient, the meridional
equations in Eqs. (2)–(4) become at the equator:
v1 = − 1Γ
∂G1
∂x
v2 = − 1Γ
∂G2
∂x
v3 = − 1Γ
∂G3
∂x
(11)
The depth of the layer interfaces at the western boundary (Fig. 6), which we cal-15
culated in the previous paragraph, have clear meridional gradients, which will enable
the water to cross the equator. Water flow across the equator is far from understood,
since it requires a change in sign of the potential vorticity. In this analytical model the
Rayleigh friction is adequate to change this sign of the potential vorticity, but no claims
are made other than this is the simplest addition to the wind driven geostrophic dy-20
namics which permit inter-hemisphere transports. Since this friction is also necessary
to close the western boundary layer, there is no need to make use of more complex
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dynamics. Note also that the depth of the layer interfaces at the western boundary in
Fig. 6, depends on the shape of the western boundary and the strength of the Sver-
drup Circulation at the western boundary. This is why the meridional gradient of the
depths of the layer interfaces at the western boundary in the Atlantic changes sign at
around 40◦N where, the Sverdrup circulation changes sign and the American coast5
line reaches its easternmost longitude. This is also where the biggest changes of the
coastline occurs, which explains the rather noisy behaviour of the depths of the layer
interfaces.
3. The Ocean general circulation model OCCAM
The aim is of the present study is to see to what extent our model model can simulate10
the meridional overturning cells. At the present date, only numerical models can pro-
vide complete pictures of the world meridional circulation. However observational data
do exist in some key areas of the world ocean but it is beyond the scope of this paper
to validate the numerical models. We have here opted to use the general circulation
model OCCAM to represent the “true” ocean circulation.15
OCCAM has a horizontal 1/4◦ resolution at the equator with 66 depth levels. The
used model integration are taken from the years 1991 to 2002 (Marsh et al., 2005). The
meridional stream function from OCCAM is presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for the different
world ocean basins defined in Fig. 9. The Atlantic, North Pacific and Southern Ocean
have nearly zero net meridional transport apart from 0.6 Sv
(
1 Sv=106 m/s2
)
through20
the Bering Strait. There is a net barotropic circulation of about 13 Sv around Australia,
which flows through the Indonesian Sea. The meridional stream function is therefore by
integrating from the bottom and up to the surface, 13 Sv in the Pacific west of Australia
and −13 Sv in the Indian and the Indo-Atlantic east of Australia. The Indian and Pacific
have been split up in the middle of the Indonesian Sea. The stream function is hence25
gradually decreasing to zero at the surface between the north Australian continent and
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the south Asian continent.
The key feature of the meridional circulation is the Conveyor Belt, which is clearly
illustrated by the cell in the Atlantic with a maximum of 18 Sv at 30◦ S at about 1500 m
depth. This cell decreases towards the north, and in the very north corresponds to
the formation of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). Further south it can unfortu-5
nately not correspond to any real formation of NADW since in this region the surface
conditions are not such as can significantly contribute to the NADW south of 50◦N, and
thereby intensify the spin-up process in OCCAM.
4. The overturning circulation simulated by the analytical model
In order to understand the simulation of the ocean circulation and in particular its10
overturning component we will follow the path of the Conveyor Belt from the South-
ern Ocean where the NADW upwells and around the cycle in the world ocean. A
schematic view of the model is presented in Fig. 2 with corresponding outcropping lat-
itudes as well as density layer transports. The choices of outcropping latitudes in the
analytical model presented in Table 1 determine the water mass exchange between15
the density layers by the Ekman transport in the Ekman layers across these latitudes.
4.1. The Southern Ocean
The NADW upwells from the deep ocean (layer 3) into the Ekman layer at the surface
of the Southern Ocean. It is the amplitude of the northward Ekman transport from layer
3 into layer 2 across their interface at y3S (x) sets the amplitude of the Conveyor Belt:20
VCB = E (y3S (x))
where E is the zonally integrated Ekman transport across the line y3S (x) (see Fig. 2).
Once the NADW is in the Ekman layer it changes water mass characteristics during
its flow northward into layer 2 across y3S (x). This is the driving force of the Conveyor
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Belt in this analytical model. The strength of the conveyor belt (VCB) is in the analyt-
ical model 16 Sv, which can be compared with the 18 Sv by the OCCAM integration.
Most estimates are between 16 and 20 Sv by different numerical simulations (Semt-
ner and Chervin, 1992; Stevens and Thompson, 1994). The inverse model based
on hydrographic data by Ganachaud and Wunch (2000) estimates the Conveyor Belt5
component in the South Atlantic to 16±3 Sv.
The transport continues north in the Ekman layer and layer 2:
V2 (y) + E (y) = VCB f or y3 (x) ≤ y ≤ yAus
where V2 is the total transport of layer 2. At the latitude of south Australia
(
yAus=44
◦ S
)
,
the northward flowing Conveyor Belt is split up into one branch that flows into the the10
Pacific and one into the Indo-Atlantic.
There is also an Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) Cell simulated by the analytical
model in the Southern ocean. There is however no northward penetration of the AABW
cell in the world ocean as in the OCCAM integration. The AABW Cell is instead only
a one layer cell in the Southern Ocean. The reason for this is that we do not have15
any subsurface diapycnal mixing in our simple analytical model. The AABW is in OC-
CAM mixing with less dense water such as the NADW. Although the AABW is loosing
relatively little buoyancy in OCCAM, which explains why the AABW Cell is very thin in
the stream function as a function of density in Fig. 8, it still corresponds to a vertical
displacement of several thousands of meters in Fig. 7 since the ocean is only weekly20
stratified in the deep ocean.
4.2. The Pacific Ocean
The total transport into the Pacific is also the transport through the Indonesian Sea
(VTF ) since we do not have any evaporation-precipitation and that Bering Strait is
closed. The amplitude of the Indonesian through flow is in our model set by how much25
water is converted from intermediate water of layer 2 into tropical water of layer 1. This
is in turn forced by the equatorward Ekman transport across the outcropping latitudes
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of y2Sand y2N between layer 1 and 2 in the Pacific so that the Indonesian through flow
is
VTF = EP (y2S ) − EP (y2N )
Note that in our analytical model there is no deep water (NADW or AABW) flowing into
the Pacific, since all the NADW upwells in the Southern Ocean. At yInd the Conveyor5
Belt flows through Indonesian Sea and into the Indian. By using our chosen values
of outcropping latitudes in Table 1 we obtain an Indonesian through flow transport of
VTF=9.3 Sv, which is lower than that of the 13 Sv of the OCCAM integration and the
estimated 16±5 Sv by Ganachaud and Wunsh (2000).
4.3. The Indian10
The Indonesian through flow enters the Indian where it continues south together with
the return flow of the northward Ekman transport. The model fails to find a pure LPS
solution in the Indian basin that satisfies the boundary conditions without having a
negative depth at the western boundary, which would have no physical meaning. A
depth of 450 m at the eastern boundary for layer 1 has therefore been applied instead15
of the usual h1E=0. This implies unfortunately an inconsistency with a discontinuity of
the layer 1 thickness at the eastern boundary between the Indo-Atlantic and the Indian
(xE , yAfr). Do¨o¨s (1994) argued that the failure of the LPS theory in the Indian could
be linked to the southward boundary current along the coast of Australia (Leeuwin
Current).20
The Conveyor Belt can now continue its path along the African coast into the Aghulas
Current and then turns around at and enters the Atlantic Basin into layer 2.
4.4. The Indo-Atlantic
Let us now return to the latitude of South Australia (yAus), and follow the northward
transport that enters the Indo-Atlantic from the Southern Ocean Basin in layer 2 and25
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the Ekman layer where
V2 (y) + E (y) = VCB − VTF f or yAus ≤ y ≤ y2S
But since the northward Ekman transport is E (y)>VCB−VTF we must have V2 (y)<0,
which becomes a southward return flow forming the Deacon Cell, which is the anti-
clockwise cell in the Indo-Atlantic. The outcropping latitude y2S determines the strength5
of the Deacon Cell, since all the water that does not continue north in the Ekman layer
at y2S must return south in layer 2. The depth of the Deacon Cell is deeper in OCCAM
than in our model. Do¨o¨s (1994) demonstrated however that by having an eastern
boundary depth of layer 2 (HE ) of 2750 m instead of the present 1400 m it was possible
to simulate the Deacon Cell at the right depth.10
The transport in layer 2 north of y2S is
V2 (y) = VCB − E (y2N ) − VTF for y2S ≤ y ≤ yAfr
4.5. The Atlantic Basin
The two shallow branches of the Conveyor Belt, which are sometimes referred in the
literature to as the Warm and Cold Water Paths, merge at yAfr when they flow north15
into the Atlantic Basin. The transport through the surface layers is driven by the Ekman
transport at the outcropping latitude in the north Atlantic:
V1 (y) − E (y) = E (y2N ) for yAfr ≤ y ≤ y2N
The transport in layer 2 is hence by continuity:
V2 = VCB − E (y2N ) for yAfr ≤ y ≤ y2N20
The northward return flow is in this way divided into one shallow branch and one in-
termediate branch. At the outcropping latitude in the North Atlantic the two branches
merge in layer 2 and continue north to the convection area:
V2 (y) = VCB − E (y) for y2N ≤ y ≤ yC
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This model can of course not simulate the convection processes that enables the
formation of NADW in layer three. The convection from layer 2 to layer 3 takes place
between the latitudes yC and yN . This convection zone only prescribes the transport
from layer two to layer three where the NADW starts its southward journey:
V2 = −V3 =
yN − y
yN − yC
VCB for yC ≤ y ≤ yN5
The NADW flows south in layer 3 without any exchange to other layers until it outcrops
in the Southern Ocean at y3 (x), which brings us back to where we started to trace the
Conveyor Belt.
4.6. The tropical cells
The tropical shallow meridional cells in the three oceans are all simulated in our ana-10
lytical model. They are driven by the poleward Ekman transport away from the equator
which in turn creates an upwelling at the equator. The poleward flowing water in the
Ekman layer is gradually sucked back into layer 1 and return to the equator in the sub-
surface. The present models can hence without any real sub-surface diapycnal mixing
simulate the tropical cells. The model however cannot simulate this straight on the15
equator where the Coriolis term is cancelled. In the real continuously stratified ocean
a diapycnal mixing is of course necessary for the equatorial upwelling. The diapycnal
mixing will shape the form of the thermocline but the basic driving mechanism as well
as the overturning circulation can be explain by this simple Ekman drift divergence.
4.7. The cross equatorial flow20
The horizontal stream functions for the three layers can be calculated by applying the
wind stress directly on layer 1 without an Ekman layer, in order to avoid the discon-
tinuity at the equator. Figure 10 shows the horizontal stream function for the three
layers. The deep layer transports the NADW in the western boundary layer south-
ward across the equator. In this way the horizontal stream function is equal to VCB25
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on the western boundary in layer 3 when not in contact with the sea surface so that
ψ3 (xwest, y)=−VCB. The northward return flow is also confined in the western bound-
ary layer but split between layers 1 and 2 so that the stream function for layer 2 is
ψ2 (xwest, y)=VCB−E (y2N ). Layer 1 has, in addition to, a wind driven Stommel-Sverdrup
circulation added, which has no net meridional transport in the layer.5
Note also that the reason the stream lines seem to cross the topography in Fig. 10 is
simply because only the western-most values are satisfying the boundary conditions.
5. Discussion and conclusions
This study has shown it is possible to simulate many of the aspects of the world ocean
overturning circulation and the Conveyor Belt with a wind driven analytical model. This10
despite that there is no deep ocan mixing and that the water mass conversions in
the this model are made at the surface or just below the surface at the Equator. The
model obeys Sverdrupian dynamics in the interior and Stommel dynamics in the west-
ern boundary layer. The dynamics in this model are hence to a large extent wind driven.
There is however an indirect thermohaline forcing that consists in the choosing the lat-15
itudes of the density layers outcropping. The choices of the the model parameters in
the present study have been done in order to obtain as realistic results as possible,
which is in our case as close as possible to the OCCAM model simulation.
The amplitude of the Conveyor Belt is in this simple model driven by the northward
Ekman transport in the Southern Ocean and therefore set by the outcropping latitude of20
the NADW. It is hence possible to set the amount of NADW that is pumped up from layer
3 into the Ekman layer and driven northward by the wind. The water is then converted in
the surface Ekman layer into less dense water when it crosses the outcropping latitude
y3S between layer 2 and 3. This water mass conversion mechanism in the Southern
Ocean was described as the major upwelling zone of North Atlantic Deep Water in the25
OCCAM integration by Do¨o¨s and Coward (1997).
The tropical shallow meridional cells are driven by the poleward Ekman transport
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away from the equator which in turn creates an upwelling at the equator. The poleward
flowing water in the Ekman layer is gradually sucked down and return to the equator
in the sub-surface. The present models can hence without any real sub-surface di-
apycnal mixing simulate the tropical cells. The model however cannot simulate this
straight on the equator where the Coriolis term is cancelled. In the real continuously5
stratified ocean a diapycnal mixing is of course necessary for the equatorial upwelling.
The diapycnal mixing will shape the form of the thermocline but the basic driving mech-
anism as well as the overturning circulation can be explain by this simple Ekman drift
divergence.
The equator is often described as a barrier between the two hemispheres (Killworth,10
1991). If the potential vorticity is required to be preserved then only waters that posses
enough relative vorticity may be able to cross the equator since the planetary vorticity
changes sign here. In this study we have included friction in the western boundary layer
so that the potential vorticity does not need to be preserved. The vorticity equation
obtained from Eqs. (2)–(4) is15
βvn = f
∂w
∂z
+ A
∂3vn
∂x3
An expression of the potential vorticity
(
f /hn
)
for the layers is obtained by integrating
over each layer
un
∂
∂x
(
f
hn
)
+ vn
∂
∂y
(
f
hn
)
=
A
hn
∂3vn
∂x3
+ δfwE
where δ=1, for layers in contact with the surface and δ=0, for layers that are not ex-20
posed to the Ekman pumping at the ocean surface. The right hand side will thus enable
the potential vorticity to change. The water in the subsurface layers can thus cross the
equator if ∂
3vn
∂x3
6=0. From the meridional moment equations in Eqs. (2)–(4), we see that
the only requirement for the water to cross the equator is that there is a meridional
pressure gradient on the equator. The change in potential vorticity at the equator can25
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similarly be done with a pressure gradient in both the zonal and meridional direction(
∂2p
∂x∂y 6=0
)
. This pressure gradient arises naturally from the transport conditions which
sets the depths of the layer interfaces at the western boundary (Fig. 6).
The model cannot however simulate properly the deep Antarctic Bottom Water Cell
since it is only ventilated at the surface near Antarctica.5
Water mass characteristics in the abyssal ocean by diapycnal mixing with less dense
water such as the NADW. This mixing is however very weak and does not transform
much the AABW characteristics but is still enough to drive a large overturning cell in
the deep abyssal ocean.
Although the AABW is loosing relatively little buoyancy in OCCAM, which explains10
why the AABW Cell is very thin in the stream function as a function of density in Fig. 8,
it still corresponds to a vertical displacement of several thousands of meters in Fig. 7
since the ocean is only weekly stratified in the deep ocean.
By comparing the results with those of a GCM, it has been possible to identify what
in the Conveyor Belt is directly due to the Stommel-Sverdrupian dynamics and what15
is due to the thermohaline forcing. It is of course not possible to separate completely
the two types of forcing since it is a non-linear process, but it has nevertheless been
very clear that once the outcropping latitudes have been prescribed that the model
reproduces many of the aspects of the overturning circulation in the world ocean with
no deep ocean mixing.20
Appendix of the LPS interior solution
The solutions for the interior of the ocean, east of the western boundary layer and
beneath the Ekman layer, where the friction is negligible, is here presented for the
different regions based on the LPS theory. For further details see LPS. The Sverdrup
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function is defined as
S2 (x, y) ≡ − 2f
ρ0γ2β
∫ xE
x
∇ × TW dx′ − 2
ρ0γ2
∫ xE
x
T xdx′
The solutions are divided into 5 parts corresponding to the different regions in Fig. 3.
1. One layer for S2 (x, y)+H2E≤0, which is limited by the the line y3S , which is defined
as S2 (x, y3S )=−H2E5
h1 = h2 = 0 and h3 =
√
γ2
γ3
S2 (x, y) + D2E
2. Two layers for y3S≤y≤y2S or y2N≤y or S2 (x, y)≤0.
h1 = 0, h2 =
√
S2 (x, y) + H2E and h3 = DE − h2
3. Three layers: the western shadow zone: xW≤x≤xS where xS is defined by
S2 (xS , y)=
[
S2 (xW , y2)+H
2
E
] [
1+γ1γ2
(
1−f /f2
)2]−H2E and the layer thicknesses10
are
h1 = − f /f21+γ1/γ2
√
S2 (xW , y2) + H
2
E+
1
1+γ1/γ2
√(
S2 + H2E
) (
1 + γ1/γ2
) − γ1f 2
γ2f
2
2
S2 (xW , y2) + H
2
E
h2 =
f
f2
√
S2 (xW , y2) + H
2
E
h3 = DE − h2 − h1
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4. Three layers: the ventilated zone: xS≤x≤xV where xv is defined by
S2 (xv , y)=H
2
E
γ1
γ2
(
1−f /f2
)2
and the layer thicknesses are
H =
√
S2+H2E
1+ γ1γ2 (1−f /f2)
2
h1 =
(
1 − f /f2
)
H, h2 =
f
f2
H, h3 = DE − H
5. Three layers: the eastern shadow zone: xv≤x≤xE
h1 =
√
γ1
γ2
S (x, y) , h2 = HE − h1, h3 = DE − HE
5
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Table 1. Table over the chosen outcropping latitudes with the corresponding Ekman transport
for the three oceans.
Atlantic Indian Pacific
E (Sv) latitude E (Sv) latitude E (Sv) latitude
E (y3S ) 15.9 Sv 65
◦ S–50◦ S 15.9 Sv 65◦ S–50◦ S 15.9 Sv 65◦ S–50◦ S
E (y2S ) 8.8 Sv 37
◦ S 8.8 Sv 37◦ S 5.5 Sv 44◦ S
E (y2N ) 8.0 Sv 13
◦ N − − −3.8 Sv 40◦ N
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h1
h2
h3
HD
v4=0
y3 y2Ekman layer
!4
!
1!
2
!
3
Fig. 1. Schematic meridional cross section of the model. h1, h2 and h3 are the layer thick-
nesses. y2 and y3 are the outcropping latitudes and ρ the density for the different layers.
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Fig. 2. Schematic meridional cross sections of the model for the different ocean basins. The
black lines correspond to the isopycnic interfaces between the density layers and the coloured
lines to density layer transports. The circles are inter-ocean exchange transports, with positive
numbers for import. yN and yS are the latitudes of the northern and southern boundaries of
the model domain. yC is the southernmost latitude of the convection area and yAfr and yAus the
southernmost latitudes of Africa and Australia. yInd is the latitude of the Indonesian Sea.
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Fig. 3. The LPS regions presented in the Appendix. There is also a western boundary region
where the Stommel dynamics have been applied.
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Fig. 4. The depth of the density layer interfaces simulated by the analytical model. Isolines
every 250m.
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Fig. 5. The ρ0-density at 100 m depth simulated by OCCAM. Units in kg/m
3. The grey lines
are the outcropping latitudes y2N and y2S of the analytical model.
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Fig. 6. The depths of the density layer interfaces at the western boundary for the analytical
model.
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Fig. 7. The meridional overturning stream function in Sv for the three world oceans simulated
by the ocean general circulation model OCCAM (right) and the analytical model (left).
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Fig. 8. The meridional overturning stream function as a function of density in Sv for the three
world oceans simulated by OCCAM.
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Atlantic
Southern Ocean
Indo-Atlantic
Indian Pacific
Fig. 9. The world ocean in OCCAM is divided up into: the Southern Ocean, the Indo-Atlantic,
the Indian Ocean, the Pacific Ocean, and the Atlantic Ocean.
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Fig. 10. The horizontal stream function (Sv) for the three layers in the western Equatorial
Atlantic for the analytical model.
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